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GLOBAL
 

BCBS announces cooperation agreement with IFRS Foundation

Both institutions share the objective of serving the public interest. It will strengthen and formalise the
relationship in the interests of financial stability.
 

FSB includes a new key standard for sound financial systems

The key attributes of effective resolution regimes have been added to the list of standards that are minimum
requirements for good practices and deserve priority of implementation.
 

EUROPE  

EBA publishes final ITS on MREL reporting by resolution authorities

Contains templates and procedures that will need to be used by resolution authorities when reporting MREL
to the EBA. To be binding, the ITS now requires the Commission’s approval.
 
 

EIOPA monthly technical data update for Solvency II

Publishes technical information of: i) Risk Free Interest Rate Term Structures by end-August, and ii) the
symmetric adjustment of the equity capital charge by end-August.
 

ESMA updates Q&A on MAR

Clarifies the scope of firms subject to the MAR provision to detect and report suspicious orders and
transactions.
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http://www.bis.org/press/p170905.htm
http://www.fsb.org/what-we-do/about-the-compendium-of-standards/key_standards/
http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-final-technical-standards-on-mrel-reporting-by-resolution-authorities
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/solvency-ii-technical-information/risk-free-interest-rate-term-structures
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/solvency-ii-technical-information/symmetric-adjustment-of-the-equity-capital-charge
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-updates-qa-mar


SPAIN
 

Spanish Government approves draft law on non-financial information for large firms

Firms must complete their annual report with details on their environmental and diversity policies. This will
transpose the European directive.
 

Ministry of Economics consults on Royal Decree regarding investment firms

It amends RD 217/2008 regarding the legal regime for investment firms and other firms that provide
investment services. Deadline: 18 Sep.
 

CNMV approves amendment on Iberclear regulation

The amendment allows migration to Target2-Securities (T2S), the new European securities clearing
platform. Migration will be effective on 18 Sep.

UNITED KINGDOM
 

BoE, FCA, PRA and PSR review MoU for cooperation in the payment system

This MoU should be revised annually. The authorities conclude that cooperation and coordination are
working well. It identifies some areas for improvement.

UNITED STATES

FRB adopts final rule to enhance financial stability

Requires U.S. G-SIBs and the U.S. operations of foreign G-SIBs to amend qualified financial contracts in
order to prevent their cancellation if firms are liquidated or resolved.
 

Federal Reserve publishes report to improve payment system

The paper supports the Fed’s vision on the future of the Payment System, and aims to improve its speed,
safety and efficiency. 
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http://www.mineco.gob.es/portal/site/mineco/menuitem.ac30f9268750bd56a0b0240e026041a0/?vgnextoid=1f5512350bc3e510VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD&vgnextchannel=2f0e154527515310VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD
http://www.mineco.gob.es/portal/site/mineco/menuitem.32ac44f94b634f76faf2b910026041a0/?vgnextoid=144ef16f4ecad510VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD
http://www.cnmv.es/portal/AlDia/NotasPrensa.aspx?tipoNP=1
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/bank-england-fca-pra-and-psr-review-memorandum-understanding-relation-payment-systems-uk-0
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20170901a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/other20170906a.htm


Recent publications of interest (in English and Spanish):

Digital Economy Outlook. September 2017
Financial Regulation Outlook. July 2017
Regulation Watch. CMU Mid-Term Review Action Plan. June 2017
Regulation Watch. Reflection paper on the future of the Eurozone. June 2017
Press Article. Quo Vadis, Europe? August 2017
Press Article. The four "Cs" of the Hamburg G20. July 2017
Press Article. The US reviews its banking regulation. July 2017

Previous editions of our Weekly Regulatory Update in Spanish and English
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/public-compuesta/digital-economy-outlook-2017/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20170907&utm_content=Digital%20Economy%20Outlook%202017
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/public-compuesta/financial-regulation-outlook-THIRD-quarter-2017/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/cmu-mid-term-review-action-plan/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20170613&utm_content=CMU%20Mid-Term%20Review%20Action%20Plan
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/reflection-paper-on-the-future-of-the-eurozone/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/quo-vadis-europa-2/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=rrssresearch&utm_term=01082017
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/the-four-cs-of-the-hamburg-g20-coordination-cooperation-and-climate-change/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/the-us-reviews-its-banking-regulation/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/regulacion-financiera-actualizacion-semanal-1-Septiembre-2017/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/financial-regulation-weekly-update-1-september-2017/
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regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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